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PRIME MINISTER — PRESS CARTOON 
Statement 

HON ROBYN McSWEENEY (South West) [9.51 pm]: As a former Minister for Women’s Interests and as the 
longest serving female member on this side of the house, I wish to register my disgust at Alston’s cartoon that 
appeared in The West Australian on Thursday last week. The cartoon that I am talking about depicted the 
Prime Minister of this country naked, lying on a table with her backside pointed in the air at one end and the 
other with what looked like an apple in her mouth, and she was surrounded by men. The Prime Minister was 
characterised as a suckling pig. Under normal circumstances I get a great deal of pleasure from the cartoons that 
are drawn by Mr Alston, as I imagine most of us do when they do not relate to us. However, this cartoon was 
very degrading and lacked respect for the office that Julia Gillard holds; that is, the office of Prime Minister. I 
can only imagine how she must have felt looking at that picture. I know that I felt shame.  

The Prime Minister was in Perth when that cartoon appeared in the paper. The media did not say too much about 
this cartoon as other events, which I will not go into, overtook it somewhat, although there was a little 
commentary on it. I mix with a wide variety of people. Many raised the issue with me, speaking of the disgust 
they felt; there were as many men as women, so it was not just a women’s issue. I am Liberal through and 
through and I cannot wait for the federal election to see the Liberals installed in Canberra. For me to be offended 
on the Labor Prime Minister’s behalf says a lot about what I saw and what I felt. The office of the Prime 
Minister should be treated with the respect that it deserves. This then gives rise to the notion that the Prime 
Minister, the actual person who holds that office, should be given respect. I understand this satire came about 
because of a made-up menu that was meant to be a private joke between a restaurant owner and his son that 
found its way onto Facebook back in March. This menu mentioned Julia Gillard’s thigh and other body parts that 
I am too embarrassed to mention. Enough was said about this last week so I will not elaborate on that. However, 
this cartoon did not depict a quail thigh; it depicted the Prime Minister as an oversized, naked, cooked suckling 
pig. Now, satire has a biting effect on its target. It includes venomous, cutting and stinging vitriol, because satire 
often combines anger and humour and can be profoundly disturbing. I found this cartoon had all of the above 
components, so should it get full marks? The answer, of course, is no. I believe that this cartoon went firmly over 
the top as to what should be acceptable. As a female member of Parliament in Western Australia, I would like to 
apologise to the Prime Minister for her having to look at that particular cartoon while she was in Perth. No 
woman should open up The West Australian and find herself depicted as a suckling pig—a dressed pig, if you 
wish. That should happen to no woman. I would like to take the unusual step of tabling that cartoon so that future 
generations of our women, when they read what I have said, will know that this is just not on; it was over the 
top. As I have said before, I think Mr Alston is a very talented cartoonist. I have great fun looking at his cartoons 
in the paper every day. But this day I was offended and I was ashamed for all women and for the Prime Minister 
of our country and the office that she holds. 
[See paper 337.] 
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